A flexible and customizable option, our Grain Sconces allow our Grain Drum, Pendant, and Barrel to be turned into hardwired wall mounted fixtures. Utilizing a swing arm and a customizable drop height, Grain Sconces can be modified to suit a variety of conditions. Available standard in 18” and 30” lengths, and custom options ranging from 12” to 44” in length.

CARE | Clean with soft microfiber cloth which can be dampened if necessary.

DIMENSIONS / WEIGHT
9.5” x 22.75” x 6” Standard
9.5” x 34.75” x 6” Standard
9.5” x 16.75-48.75” x 6” Upon request
4.5-7 lbs

DROP HEIGHT
6’ standard (measured from end of sconce arm)
Custom upon request

BULB SPECS
E26 G25 LED 7W Frosted Included
2700K 90+CRI
800 Lumens, 7W standard
Bulb lifespan 15K hours

CERTIFICATION
UL, cUL
JAB Compliant

VOLTAGE
120V / 220V

FINISH OPTIONS
White & Aluminum, Black & Brass
White & Brass

J-BOX SPECS
Fits Sconce J-Box with horizontal mounting screws 2.75” apart and wall cutouts under 4.5” DIA

DIMMABILITY
CL Dimmers Recommended
Dims to 10%
Recommended Models:
Lutron Diva: DVCL-153P
Lutron Skylark: SCL-153P
Lutron Maestro: MACL-153M

GRAIN BARREL 9 SCONCE
GRAIN DRUM 14 SCONCE

A flexible and customizable option, our Grain Sconces allow our Grain Drum, Pendant, and Barrel to be turned into hardwired wall mounted fixtures. Utilizing a swing arm and a customizable drop height, Grain Sconces can be modified to suit a variety of conditions. Available standard in 18” and 30” lengths, and custom options ranging from 12” to 44” in length.

CARE | Clean with soft microfiber cloth which can be dampened if necessary.

DIMENSIONS / WEIGHT
- 14” x 25” x 6” Standard
- 14” x 37” x 6” Standard
- 14” x 19-51” x 6” Upon request
- 5-7.5 lbs

DROP HEIGHT
- 6’ standard (measured from end of sconce arm)
- Custom upon request

BULB SPECS
- E12 G16.5 LED 5W Frosted Included
- 2700K 90+CRI
- 1350 Lumens, 5W standard
- Bulb lifespan 15K hours

CERTIFICATION
- UL, cUL
- JA8 Compliant

VOLTAGE
- 120v

FINISH OPTIONS
- White & Aluminium, Black & Brass
- White & Brass

J-BOX SPECS
- Fits Sconce J-Box with horizontal mounting screws 2.75” apart and wall cutouts under 4.5” DIA

DIMMABILITY
- CL Dimmers Recommended
- Dims to 10%
- Recommended Models:
  - Lutron Diva: DVCL-153P
  - Lutron Skylark: SCL-153P
  - Lutron Maestro: MACL-153M

STANDARDS

CUSTOM
A flexible and customizable option, our Grain Sconces allow our Grain Drum, Pendant, and Barrel to be turned into hardwired wall mounted fixtures. Utilizing a swing arm and a customizable drop height, Grain Sconces can be modified to suit a variety of conditions. Available standard in 18” and 30” lengths, and custom options ranging from 12” to 44” in length.

**CARE** | Clean with soft microfiber cloth which can be dampened if necessary.

---

**GRAIN PENDANT**

**13 SCONCE**

**DIMENSIONS/WEIGHT**

- 13” x 24.5” x 6” Standard
- 13” x 36.5” x 6” Standard
- 13” x 18.5-50.5” x 6” Upon request
- 4-6 lbs

**DROP HEIGHT**

- 6' standard (measured from end of sconce arm)
- Custom upon request

**BULB SPECS**

- E26 G25 LED 7W Frosted Included
- 2700K 90+CRI
- 800 Lumens, 7W standard
- Bulb lifespan 15K hours

**CERTIFICATION**

- UL, cUL
- JAB Compliant

**VOLTAGE**

- 120V/220V

**FINISH OPTIONS**

- White & Aluminum, Black & Brass
- White & Brass

**J-BOX SPECS**

- Fits Sconce J-Box with horizontal mounting screws 2.75” apart and wall cutouts under 4.5” DIA

**DIMMABILITY**

- CL Dimmers Recommended
- Dims to 10%
- Recommended Models:
  - Lutron Diva: DVCL-153P
  - Lutron Skylark: SCL-153P
  - Lutron Maestro: MACL-153M
GRAIN PENDANT
16 SCONCE

A flexible and customizable option, our Grain Sconces allow our Grain Drum, Pendant, and Barrel to be turned into hardwired wall mounted fixtures. Utilizing a swing arm and a customizable drop height, Grain Sconces can be modified to suit a variety of conditions. Available standard in 18’ and 30’ lengths, and custom options ranging from 12’ to 44’ in length.

CARE | Clean with soft microfiber cloth which can be dampened if necessary.

DIMENSIONS/ WEIGHT
16” x 26” x 6” Standard
16” x 38” x 6” Standard
16” x 20-52” x 6” Upon request
4-6 lbs

DROP HEIGHT
6’ standard (measured from end of sconce arm)
Custom upon request

BULB SPECS
E26 G25 LED 7W Frosted Included
2700K 90+CRI
800 Lumens, 7W standard
Bulb lifespan 15K hours

CERTIFICATION
UL, cUL
JAB Compliant

VOLTAGE
120V/220V

FINISH OPTIONS
White & Aluminum, Black & Brass
White & Brass

J-BOX SPECS
Fits Sconce J-Box with horizontal mounting screws 2.75” apart and wall cutouts under 4.5” DIA

DIMMABILITY
CL Dimmers Recommended
Dims to 10%
Recommended Models:
Lutron Diva: DVCL-153P
Lutron Skylark: SCL-153P
Lutron Maestro: MACL-153M
A flexible and customizable option, our Grain Sconces allow our Grain Drum, Pendant, and Barrel to be turned into hardwired wall mounted fixtures. Utilizing a swing arm and a customizable drop height, Grain Sconces can be modified to suit a variety of conditions. Available standard in 18” and 30” lengths, and custom options ranging from 12” to 44” in length.

CARE | Clean with soft microfiber cloth which can be dampened if necessary.

DIMENSIONS/ WEIGHT
18” x 27” x 6” Standard
18” x 39” x 6” Standard
18” x 21-53” x 6” Upon request
4.5-6.5 lbs

DROP HEIGHT
6’ standard (measured from end of sconce arm)
Custom upon request

BULB SPECS
E26 G25 LED 7W Frosted Included
2700K 90+CRI
800 Lumens, 7W standard
Bulb lifespan 15K hours

CERTIFICATION
UL, cUL
JAA8 Compliant

VOLTAGE
120V/220V

FINISH OPTIONS
White & Aluminium, Black & Brass
White & Brass

J-BOX SPECS
Fits Sconce J-Box with horizontal mounting screws 2.75” apart and wall cutouts under 4.5” DIA

DIMMABILITY
CL Dimmers Recommended
Dims to 10%
Recommended Models:
Lutron Diva: DVCL-153P
Lutron Skylark: SCL-153P
Lutron Maestro: MACL-153M